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Syllabus for rvritten exnrnination lbr pGT (Mathematics)

Sets:
Sets and
of real

ofsets. ofa set.

Ilelations &
Ordered oai
sets.

d iagrams,
set to
valued
polynonrial,
differerrce, uct and quotients of functions. Sels and tlreirReprcsertations. Union. intersection and

represenrations. Empty set. Finite & Infinire sets. EclLral sets. subsets. subsets ofthe set
rs' Power set. universar set. venn diagrams. Unio, ancr Intersection ofsets. Di{rerence

cartesia, product of sets. Number or erernerrts in the cartesian pro<.luct oftwo finite
product of the reals with itserf'(upto ir x R \ R). t)erinition of reration, pictorial
rin. co-domain and range of a relation. Irurrcti., as a slrecial kind of relation fior,r one
Pictorial representation a flunctior, domain. cc>domain & range of a functio,. Real

of the real variable, domain and range of thesc functiois, constant, idcntity,
ional, 

_modulus, signum and greatest integer functions lvith their graphs. Sum,

f sets, and their algebraic proper.ties, Rclations, ctlLrivalence relations. mappings. one-
rto mappings. conrp.-rsirion of rnappinu,

col,'rp

one, into and

Principle of
Processes c'f

Fundamental

lbrmulae and

Binomial
Statcment
and middlc
Propenies ol'

Sequence
Sequence
sum to /,
Harmonic

Complex N
Complex tbers, Algebraic properties of coriiplex numhers. Argand plane and polar

of complex nurnbers, Statement ol f'rrrrtlamcnial 'l'hcorem of Algebra, solution of
quadratic eq in the complex numbcr system. Modulus and Ar:irment of a complex nurnber,
square root complex number. Cube roots of unity. triarrglc incqurliry.

Linear Ineq
Linear i . Algebraic solutions of linear inequaiities irr one variable and their represeltation

in tr,,o variables. Solution of system of
value. lnequality crf means, Cauohl-

or the n line. Graphical solution of linear incrltrrrlities
ies in two variabies- graphically. Absirlure

Schu,arz I , Tchebychet':; Inequality.

I nduclion:
proof by induction. The principle olntatl,ernjt jcal iltlirction,

& Co'nbinations:
of counting. Factorial z. Pennutations and combinations, derivation of

connections, sirnplc ipplications.

fofthe binomial theorem lor positive integral indices. Pascal's triangle. general
in binornial expansion, simple applioations. tjinomial Theorem for any index.

Co-efficients. Sirnple applications for approximations.

Arithnretic- Ceometr-ic anci l lai nronic pr()qi'essiotis (C.P.), Gencral terrnsand
of A.P., G.P. aud ll.P. Arithmetic lvlcan (A.N1.). Geomerric Mean (G.M.), and
(H.M.), Relation betlveen A.M., (i.M. and I LM. Inscrtion of Arithmetic. Geomstric

and means behveen trvo given numbers. Spccial serics. Sum to ,? terms of the special
senes. Geomelric Series, Erponential and Logarithrni,: scries.

Elementar)
Peano's Principle of lnduction; First ['rirrciple. Second Principle, Third Principle, Basis

Theorem, Createst hlteger Ftinction l'c.t ol' I)ir;sihiiity, Euclid's algorithtn, The Unique
Iractorisation Congruerce, Sum cl divisors cl a nunrber. iruler's totient function, Theorems of
Fermat and

Quadratic
Quadratic
efficients.
equations

in real and complex n,lnrbcr systerl rnd l.lrcir srrlrrtions. Relation betrveenroots arrd co,
of roots, forrnation of qrladratic equalirr,rs r illr -'.iveir roots; Synrmetric funclions ol'routs.

to quadratic eqrrations --applicatio r() pl'itsliciil ploblenrs.
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Matriccs and
Deternlinants and

Trvo dimensional

parallel and

be a tangent and

ol- trigonometric
(iraphs of tri

lnverse T

inverse

Differcntial
Polynomials,

product and

Definition, order

of order two and three, properties of determinants, Evaluation ofdeterminants. Area of trian

n and multiplication of matrices, a joint and inverse of matrix. Test of consistency and solutic

V arious lorms of eq

distance of a point
centroid. orthocentre
lines, homogeneous
the bisectors of the
point of intersection angle between two lines.

tusing determinants,
simu ltaneous linear

Cartesian system of
collinearity of three

Standard form of
parametric form,
with the centre at

equation of a familY

Positive and negati

sin2x, cos2x, tan

cosine formulae.

Lirnits, Continuity

chain rule. derivati
and their derivati
derivatives. Rolle's

Applications of
Applications of vatlves:

nraxinra and n.t

I ntegrnl Calculus:
lntegral as an

lntegration bY

linrit of a sum, F
Applications of
area between the c urvgs.

using determinants and matrices.

intercepts of a line on the coordinate axes.

with the helP of unit circle.

lar co-ordinates in a plane, distance formula, section formula, area of a triangle, condition- for

centroid and in-centie of a triangle, locus and its equation, translation of axes, slope of a

s of a line, intersection of lines, angles between two lines, conditionsfor concurrence of three li

a line, Equations of intemal and ixtemal bisectors of angles between two lines, coordinate

nd circumcentie of a triangle, equation of family of lines passing through the point of intersection of

uation of recond degree ii'x and y, angle betwien pair oa linesthrough the origin, combined equatic

between a pair ;f lines,condiiion fir the general second degree equation to represent a pair of li

ionofacircle,generalformoftheequationofacircle,itsradiusandcentre,equationofacircleir
ion of a circle ihen the end points oha diameter are given, points of intersection of a line and a c

".lgi" 
u"a 

"o"airion 
for a line to be tangent to the circle,-length of the tangent, equation of the tant

iciicles through the intersection of two c]rcles, condition for two intersecting circles to be orthogonal

Sections of cones, ofconicsections(parabola,ellipseandhyperbola)instandardforms'conditionfory=mx+
s) of tangency.

Trigonometric F
uiit.r. u.urrrirg angles in radians & in degrees and conversion fromone measure to another' Definr

relate
ic functions. Expressing sin (,x+ll) and cos (.x+y) in terms of sin'x, ;inf'9o1x q *t/,]d"^l:lll":
,iri., ""r:, 

and tan3x.iolution of t.igono1n"iri" equations, Proofs and simple applications of sine

ionof triangles. Heights and Distances.

Functions:
Definition, range, principal value branches. Graphs of inverse trigonometric functions' Elementary propertie

tunctions.

trigonometric,logarithmicandexponentialfunctions,Inversefunctions.Graphsofsimplefuncti
differentiability; Derivative, C"ot '"t.i""f interpretation.ofthe derivalt ?:lll"li':^"j^t:I;d;TT:;lffi*. #i;;;;;;i;"tyilial und triionometric tunctions, Derivarive ol:o,"q:':ll: T".,i

; of invers trigonometric f*"t.ir, J"ti'"tive-oi implicit function' Exponery*l^d l:9::th[:^Y":
il;iil,:1",#;"ir"i"""iiir"",i". ot tun.iion. expressed in parametric forms.' Second c

iuE urg"'t Mean Value Theorems and their geometric interpretations'

rate of change, increasing / decreasing function's, tangents & normals' approximatir

vative. Fundamental integrals involving algebraic, trigonometric' exponential and logarithmic functi

tion, by parts and by partial t*.tiont.-tntJg*t": y*g. olt-"1"-1:':':t*:*:::::i::?ilt:t:?::
ffil"itilH;'".iffi;il.';;;i"'p..p""I"' of defini-te iitegrals and evaluation of definite integ

ite integrals in finding the ,* ;;;;;i;;i" curues,especially lines, areas ofcircles / Parabolas / ellil
1

Differential Eq
i.gr.", g.n..ut and particular solutions of a differential equation. Formation of differential equati

Seoetarv
Rtblic Servicl Cemmtc.;^,
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whose general solution is given. Solution of differential equations by method of separation of variables, homogenec

differential equations of firstorder and first degree. Solutions of linear differential equation.

Vectors:
Vectors and scalars, magnitude and direction of a vector. Direction cosines / ratios of vectors.Types of vectors (equal, ur
zero, parallel and collinear vectors), position vector ofa point, negative ofa vector, components ofa vector, addition
vectors, multiplication of a vector bya scalar, position vector of a point dividing a line segment in a given ratio. Scalar (d
producl of vectors, projection of a vector on a Iine. Vector (cross) product of vectors.

Three dimensional Geometr5r:
Coordinates of a point in space, distance between two points; Section formula, Direction cosines / ratios of a line joining t,
poilts. Cartesian and vector equationof a line, coplanar and skew lines, shortest distance between two lines. Ca(esian a

vector equation of a plane.Angle between (i) two lines, (ii) two planes. (iii) a line and a plane. Distance of a point fron
plane. Scalar and vector triple product. Application of vectors to plane geometry. Equation of asphere, its centre and radi
Diameter form ofthe equation ofa sphere.

Statistics:
Calculation of Mean, median and mode of grouped and ungrouped data. Measures of dispersion; mean deviation, variar
and standard deviation of ungrouped / grouped data. Analysis of frequency distributions with equal means but diffen
variances.

Probability:
Random experiments: outcomes, sample spaces. Events: occurrence of events, exhaustive events, mutually exclusive evr

Probability of an event, probability of 'not', 'and' & 'or' events., Multiplication theorem on probability. Conditi
probabil ity, independent events,,

Baye's theorem, Random variable and its probability distribution, Binomial and Poisson distributions and their
properties.

Linear Algebra
Examples of vector spaces, vector spaces and subspace, independence in vector spaces, existence of a Basis, the row a

column spaces of a matrix, sum and intersection of subspaces. Linear
l lansformations and Matrices, Kemel, Image, and Isomorphism, change of bases, Similarity, Rank and Nullity. Inl
Product spaces, orthonormal sets and the Gram- Schmidt Process, the Method ofLeast Squares. Basic theory of Eigenvect(

and Eigenvalues, algebraic and geometric multiplicity of eigen value, diagonalization of matrices, application to system

linear differential equations. Generalized lnverses of matrices, Moore-Penrose generalized inversg. Real quadratic for
reduction and classification of quadratic forms, index and signature, triangular reduction of a pair of forms, singular val

decomposition, extrema ofquadratic forms. Jordan canonical form, vector and matrix decomposition.

Analysis
Monotone functions and functions of bounded variation. Real valued functions, continuous functions, Absolute continuity
functions, standard properties. Uniform continuity, sequence of functions, uniform convergence, power series and radius

convergence. Riemann-Stieltjes integration, standard properties, multiple integrals and their evaluation by repeal

integration, change of variable in multiple integration. Uniform convergence in improper integrals, differentiation under 1

sign of integral - Leibnitz rule.

Dirichlet integral, Liouville's extension. lntroduction to n-dimensional Euclidean space, open and closed intervals (rectang

compact sets, Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem, Heine-Borel theorem. Maxima-minima of functions of several varial

conslrained maxima-minima of functions. Analytic function, Cauchy-Riemann equations, singularities, Statement of Car

theorem and of Cauchy integral formula with applications, Residue and contour integration. Fourier and Laplace transfo

Mellin's inversion theorem.
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i. Educational Psychology

o Concept, scope and functions of educational psychology'

. Physical, cognitive, social, emotional and moral developmental

characteristics of adolescent learner and its implication for teaching-learning'

rBehavioural,cognitiveandconstructivistprinciplesoflearningandits

implication for senior secondary students'

. Concept of mental health & adjustment and adjustment mechanism'

o Emotional intelligence and its implication in teaching learning'

ii. Padagogy and Teaching Learning Material (lnstructional Strategies for Adolescent

Learner)

o Communication skills and its use'

o Teaching models- advance organizer, concept attainment' information

Processing, inq u irY training'

. Preparation and use of teaching-learning material during teaching'

o Cooperativelearning.

iii. General

. General Awareness including Questions related to Haryana'

o General Mental Ability including Basic numeracy & data interpretation

. Logical Reasoning & Analytical Ability

r Decision making & problem solving
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